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Four Fundamental Parameters of a Code 
and Their Combinatorial Significance 
I~HILIPPE DELSARTE 
MBLE Research Laboratory, Brussels, Belgium 
Starting from the distance distribution of an unrestricted code and its 
Mac Williams transform, one defines four parameters that, in the linear case, 
reduce to the minimum weight and the number of distinct weights of the 
given code and of its dual. In the general case, one exhibits the combinatorial 
meaning of these parameters and, using them, one obtains various results on the 
distance properties of the code. In particular, a method is suggested tocalculate 
the weight distributions ofcosets of a code. A "dual concept" of that of perfect 
codes is also presented and examined in detail. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
The distance distribution of a code C of length n over a finite alphabet F 
of any order q ~ 2 is defined to be the (n -t- 1)-tuple (Ao(C), MI(C),... ,A~(C)), 
where Ai(C) denotes the mean number of codewords at Hamming distance 
i from a fixed codeword. For a linear code over a field, or, more generally, 
for an additive code, i.e., an Abelian group code, this merely reduces to the 
classical weight distribution. 
For  such an additive code, one defines four parameters d, s, d', and s' as 
follows. The integers d and d'  are the minimum weights of the given code C 
and of its dual C', respectively; the integers  and s' are the numbers of distinct 
weights in C and in C', respectively. Since the weight distributions of C and 
C' can be deduced from each other by the Mac Williams transform (cf., Mac 
Will iams (1963) and Delsarte (t972)), these parameters are uniquely deter- 
mined by the weight distribution of C. 
For an~unrestrieted code, the parameters d, s, d', and s' are formally defined 
in the same manner, from the distance distribution of the code and its Mac 
Will iams transform. Then d is the usual minimum distance and s is the number 
of distances among distinct codewords. As shown in this paper, the two 
remaining parameters also have interesting "combinatorial properties": 
Any n-tuple over F is at distance less than or equal to s' from at least one 
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codeword; for this reason, s' is called the external distance of the code. On 
the other hand, the parameter d', called dual distance, is the largest integer 
having the property that each (d' - -  1)-subset of the coordinates of the code 
contains all (d ' - -  1)-tuples over F a constant number of times. In other 
words, d ' - -  1 is the maximum strengtk of the ortkogonal array formed by 
codewords (for this concept, cf., Bose and Bush (1952)). 
In the present paper, one derives some properties of codes from the 
distance distribution. The matter is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
the definition and some properties of the formal Mac Williams transform 
are recalled, in strong connection with the Krawtekouk polynomials. Then, 
starting from the distance distribution of a code and its Mac Williams 
transform, one introduces the four parameters. 
Section 3 is devoted to the distance relations between a code and the whole 
space F ~. In Section 3.1, one defines the distance matrix of F ~ with respect 
to a code of length n to be the (q~ × (n q- 1)) matrix whose (e, /)-entry is the 
number of codewords at distance i from a given n-tuple e over F. It is shown 
that, for codes with a given distance distribution, this matrix is uniquely 
determined by its first s' columns. As an application, using a result of Assmus 
and Mattson (1970), one obtains the weight distribution of all cosets of the 
binary extended quadratic residue code of length 48. In Section 3.2, one 
gives a lower bound for the number of words in codes having a given external 
distance s', namely 
8 r 
(1.1) 
It is shown that a code satisfies this with equality if and only if it is a perfect 
s'-error correcting code. 
In Section 4, one examines the parameters s and d' by using the characteristic 
matrices (cf., Delsarte 1972). First, in Section 4.1, a sort of "dual" of (1.1) 
is obtained: 
(1.2) 
for a q-ary code of length n having s distances. Codes satisfying equality 
in (1.2) are called s-th order Generalized Hadamard codes. For additive codes, 
(1.1) and (1.2) are deduced from each other by duality among such codes. 
Therefore, the concept of an s-th order GH code can be considered as the dual 
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concept of a perfect s-error correcting code. A strong necessary condition 
is obtained for GH codes, namely that the distances of the code should be 
the zeros of the Lloyd polynomial of degree s (cf., van Lint (1971), Lenstra 
(1972) and Delsarte (1972), about he corresponding result on perfect codes). 
Next, in Section 4.2, the combinatorial meaning of the dual distance d' is 
exhibited as mentioned here above. This leads to a new proof of a result due to 
Rao (1947) for q-ary orthogonal arrays of strength d' -- 1 : 
~t 
i=0 
with t' -~ [ (d ' - -  1)/2]. In fact, (1.3) can be considered as the dual of the 
sphere packing bound, in the same sense as (1.2) was called the dual of 
(1.1). Finally, in Section 4.3, it is shown that equality in (1.3) can be taken 
as an equivalent definition for a GH code of order t'. 
Section 5 is devoted to the distance invariance of a code and to some 
t-design properties of the sets of codewords having a fixed weight. It is shown 
that any code whose parameters satisfy either d' ~> s or d ~ s' is distance 
invariant. The results on t-designs are similar to those obtained by Assmus 
and Mattson (1969) for linear codes, especially in the binary case; connections 
with the work of Semakov, Zinov'ev, and Zaitzev (1971) should also be 
mentioned. Some examples are presented; block designs are derived from 
the codes discovered by Kerdock (1972). 
Generalized Hadamard (GH) codes are examined in detail in Section 6. 
An explicit formula for the distance (or weight) distribution is given. As an 
application, it is shown that the only existing third order GH codes over 
a field are two well-known binary linear codes. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Before introducing the four parameters, we need some material on the 
distance distribution of a code and its Mac Williams transform. For future 
use, we also recall the definition of the inner product in Abelian groups 
and its connections with the Hamming weight and Krawtchouk polynomials. 
Proofs of the theorems given in this section can be found in the author's 
recent paper (Delsarte (1972)); precise references to this are indicated 
under square brackets. 
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2.1. The Mac Williams Transform 
For positive integers n and A, the Krawtchouk polynomial P~(x) is the 
polynomial of degree k, over the rational numbers, defined as follows (of., 
Szeg6 (1959)): 
/c 
5=0 j k - - j  ' 0<k<n,  (2.1) 
with (~.) = x(x -- 1) --" (x - - j  + 1)/jl. Then, for a given (n + 1),tuple 
A -~ (Ao, A 1 .... , A~) of rational numbers As, we define the Mac Williams 
transform of A to be the (n + 1)-tuple A' = (Ao' , AI" , .... A~'), with 
Ae" = ~ A~Pe(i), 0 <~ k <~ n, (2.2) 
i=0  
where P~(x) is the Krawtehouk polynomial (2.1). In matrix form, this can be 
written as A' = AP, where P denotes the square matrix of order n + 1 
whose (i, k)-entry is P~(i): 
P = [P~(i); 0 ~ i, k < n]. (2.3) 
This will be referred to as the Krawtchouk matrix. From P~ = (h + 1)hi 
[Theorem 3], we deduce a result due to Mac Williams (1963): 
THEOREM 2.1. The Mac Williams transform is one-to-one and satisfies 
(A')' = (a + 1) n A for any (n + 1)-tuple A. 
In order to exhibit the correspondence b tween the above definition and the 
usual form of the Mac Williams identities, we observe that (2.2) can be written 
in polynomial form as 
A'(y, z) = A(z -- y, z + Xy), 
with A(y, z) = ~, A~y*z ~-~ and A'(y, z) = ~ Ak'ykz ~-k. 
DEFINITIONS. (i) For an (n -1- 1)-tuple A = (A o ,..., As) of rational 
numbers Ai ,  we define s(A) to be the number of nonzero components Ai ,  
1 ~< i ~< n, and d(A) to be the least integer k, 1 ~< k ~< n, such that A~ is 
not zero (when this integer exists). 
(ii) For given n and ;L an (n + 1)-tuple A will be called positive 
if it satisfies A o= 1 and A s~0,  As '>/0  for i -= 0,1,..., n, where 
A' = (Ao',... , An' ) is the Mac Williams transform (2.2) of A. 
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The next two results [Theorems 4 and 16] illustrate these definitions. 
Their significance in coding theory will appear in the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. (cf., Mac Williams (1961)). Let A be an (n + 1)-tuple 
with A o ~ 0 and let A' be its Mac Williams transform. Then one has s(A') >/ 
[ (d (A) -  1)/2]. 
THEOREM 2.3. (The "Hamming Bound" and the "Lloyd Theorem").  
Any positive (n + 1)-tuple A satisfies 
k=0 i=0 
with q -: A -+- 1 and t = [(d(A) - 1)/2]. Moreover, if equamy holds in (2.4) 
for a positive A, then s(A') equals t and the Lloyd polynomial 
Q~(x) --: Po(x) + Pl(x) + --- + P~(x) (2.5) 
of degree t has exactly t distinct zeros in the set (1, 2,..., n}, namely the integers 
k >/ lw i thAk 'v  aO. 
2.2. Inner Product and Hamming Weight 
Let F be a finite Abelian group of order q >/2  and period v, represented 
as an additive group. Let / '~  be the cyclotomic field of complex v-th roots 
of unity and denote by Xu the group character of F over/ '~ associated with 
the element u ~F, the numbering being such that Xu(v) = Xv(u) holds for 
each u, v ~F. For a positive integer n, we now introduce an inner product 
, } on the direct product G ~ F n of n copies of F; se set 
(a, b} = H Xa,(bi) (2.6) 
i=1  
with a = (a 1 ,..., an), b = (b 1 .... , bn) in G. For fixed a in G, the mapping 
b --+ (a, b) is a character of G over F~ since one has, Va, b, c ~ G, 
(a, b + c} ~- (a, b}(a, c}. (2.7) 
Moreover, any character of G can be represented in this manner. 
The Hamming weight wn(a) of an element a = (a 1 ,..., an) of G is defined, 
as usual, to be the number of nonzero components ai in F, 1 <~ i ~ n. We 
shall denote by Yk the set of elements of weight h in G: 
Y~ = {h c G I w.(h) = k}, (2.8) 
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for k = 0, 1 .... , n. The following result [Theorem 2] yields a connection 
between the concepts introduced above, with q = A + 1 as will be kept 
throughout he paper. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let a be an element of weight wn(a ) .- u in G. Then one has 
y~ <a, h> = P~(u), 
h~ y~ 
where P~(x) is the Krawtchouk polynomial of degree k. 
The Hamming distance dH(a, b) between two elements a, b in G is the 
number of coordinate places in which they differ. Equivalently, dH(a, b) is the 
Hamming weight of the difference a --  b in G. Let a, b be elements of G at a 
given distance dH(a , b) = k from each other. Then it is easily seen that the 
number of elements c in G being at distance i from a and at distance j from 
b only depends on i , j  and k. This number will be denoted by' -Pi,J-¢k) as usual 
for such association schemes (cf., for instance Bose and Mesner (1959)). 
THEOREM 2.5. For any given i,j, u ~ {0,..., n), the Krawtchouk polynomials 
satisfy 
Pi(u) P~(u) = pi,jPk(u). (~) (2.9) 
k=0 
Proof. Let h ~ Y~. From the definitions it follows thatp~, k] is the number 
of pairs (f,g) with fE  Yi ,  ge  Y~ and f + g = h. Then formula (2.9) is 
derived from Theorem 2.4 by elementary calculation (cf. (2.7)). 
2.3. Distance Distribution of a Code 
For an alphabet F of order q ~ 2, an (n, M) code overF is simply a nonvoid 
set of M distinct n-tuples over F, i.e., a subset of F n of cardinality M, with 
1 ~ M ~ qn. The code will be called trivial if M equals 1 or qn In the 
following, F will be assumed to be an "additive" Abelian group; so the words 
of a code will be considered as elements of the group G - -F% For the 
intrinsic properties of a code, this implies of course no restriction in the 
theory. 
The distance distribution of an (n, M)  code C is the (n -]- l)-tuple .d(C) = 
(A0(C), .all(C),... , An(C)) of nonnegative rational numbers Ai(C ) defined 
as follows: 
1 Ai(C) - ~_ [{(a, b) ~ C a [ all(a, b) = i}l. (2.10) 
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In other terms, Ai(C) is the mean number of codewords at distance i from 
a fixed codeword. The significance of the concept of positive (n q- 1)-tuples 
in coding theory is exhibited by the following result [Theorem 6], for which 
a new proof will be obtained in this paper. 
THEOREM 2.6. The distance distribution of any code of length n over a q-ary 
alphabet is a positive (n + 1)-tuple (for h ~- q --  1). 
According to this, the formal inequality (2.4), when applied to the distance 
distribution A = A(C), reduces to the well-known Hamming (or sphere 
packing) bound. Let us now introduce the four fundamental parameters of a 
nontrivial q-ary code C. All of them can be calculated from the distance 
distribution A(C): 
d = d(d(C)) = minimum distance, 
s = s(A(C)) = number of distances, 
d' == d(d'(C)) = dual distance (=1 -ff maximum strength), 
s' = s(A'(C)) = external distance, 
where A'(C) is the Mac Williams transform (2.2) of A(C), with h = q --  1. 
The names given to s and d need no comment. For s' and d' they will be 
justified in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. We observe at this point that 
Theorem 2.2 implies both inequalities ' >~ [(d --  1)/2] and s >~ [(d' - -  1)/2], 
which we shall rediscover later (cf., (1.1)-(1.3)). 
Let C be an additive code over an Abelian group F, i.e., a subgroup of 
G = F ~. Then, clearly, the distance distribution of C reduces to its weight 
distribution: Ai(C ) is the number of codewords of weight i. The dual code 
C' (cf., Delsarte (1972)), itself an additive code, is defined by 
C' = {a~Gl  fa, b ) = 1, VbeG}.  
This duality is an involution with C' _~ G/C and reduces to the classical 
concept for linear codes over finite fields (cf., Mac Williams (1963)). Like 
for linear codes, the weight distribution of C' is equal, up to a constant 
factor, to the Mac Williams transform of the weight distribution of C 
[Theorem 8]. Consequently, for an additive code C, the parameters d' and s' 
are equal to the parameters d and s, respectively, of the dual C'. 
In the rest of this paper, we shall examine the properties of unrestricted 
codes (i.e., additive or not) related to their fundamental parameters. From 
now forth, all codes will be assumed to be nontrivial. 
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3. DISTANCE MATRIX AND EXTERNAL DISTANCE 
In the present section, the distance matrix is introduced to describe the 
distance relations between a given code and the whole "Hamming space" 
in which it is embedded. Then the properties of this matrix are examined 
in connection with the external distance s'. 
3.1. The Distance Matrix 
For a q-ary code C of length n, let Bi(e) denote the number of codewords 
at distance i from a fixed point e of G = F n, that is 
Bi(e) -=- I{a E C ] dH(a, e) = i}l, 0 <~ i <~ n. (3.1) 
Then the distance matrix of G with respect to C is the (q~ × (n + 1)) matrix 
B whose rows and columns are numbered with G and (0, 1 ..... n}, respectively, 
the (e, /)-entry being Bi(e): 
B =[Bi (e) ;esG,  O<~i<~n]. (3.2) 
Clearly, the row B(e) is the weight distribution of the "coset code" C --  e. 
The next theorem plays a central role in this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be a q-ary (n, M) code with a given distance distribution 
A(C). Then the distance matrix of G with respect to C has rank s' + 1 and 
satisfies 
BrB = (Mq -•) PrAP, (3.3) 
where P is the Krawtchouk matrix (2.3), with ~ = q -- 1, and A is defined by 
means of the Mac Williams transform A'(C) of A(C) to be 
A = diag(A0'(C ), AI'(C),..., A,'(C)). (3.4) 
Proof. First, for i, j = 0, 1 .... , n, we have the identities 
Bi(e) B~(e) M ~ ~(~)A "- : e,.J ~(c), (3.5) 
e~G /~=0 
where the parameters p!~.~ are those defined in Section 2.2. Indeed, both 
members of (3.5) are equal to the number of triples (a, b, e) of elements 
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a, b e C, e ~ G, with dH(a , e) = i, du(b, e) = j .  Using Theorems 2.1 and 2.6, 
successively, we transform (3.5) into 
Z Bi(e)Bj(e) Mq -n ~ A~'(C) ~ (k) = pi,jP~(u) 
e~G u=0 k=0 
= Mq-. Pi(u) & ' (e )  ej(u). 
U=O 
The latter is the desired equality (3.3). Next, remembering that s' + 1 is 
the number of nonzero components of A'(C) and that P is nonsingular, we 
have, by (3.3) and (3.4), rank(B) = rank(BrB) = rank(A) = s" + 1, which 
concludes the proof. 
To a polynomial a(x) of degree not exceeding n, over the rational numbers, 
we associate the (n ~-1)-tuple a = (%, ~ ,..., c~n) of its components in 
the basis of Krawtchouk polynomials: 
= %e0(x) +  lPl(x) + ... + (3.6) 
The following theorem is very useful for actual computation of the distance 
matrix. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C be an (n, M) code with a given external distance s' 
and let B be the distance matrix of G with respect to C. Then the first s' + 1 
columns (of indices O, 1,..., s') of B generate the whole column space. More 
precisely, for an integer i, s' <~ i <~ n, the column of index i of B is a linear 
combination of the first s' columns and (1, 1,..., 1) r, the coefficients of which 
only depend on the distance distribution of the code. 
Proof. Multiplying both members of (3.3) to the left by pr  and to the 
right by P, we deduce 
(BP) v (BP) = Mq"A, (3.7) 
from pz= qn I (c£, Theorem 2.1). Let B'(e) = (B~'(e)) denote the Mac 
Williams transform of the (n @ 1)-tuple B(e) = (Bi(e)). The equality 
between the diagonal entries of (3.7) yields 
t (B~'(e)) 2 -- Mq A~ (C), 0 ~ k ~ n. (3.8) 
e~G 
On the other hand, let J be the set of integers k, 1 ~< k ~< n, for which the 
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k-th component Aj (C)  of A'(C) is not zero. Then, for an integer m, with 
0 < m ~ n -- s', we define the polynomial 
fi(x) = ~-lq~xm [ I  (1 --  x/i), (3.9) 
ieJ 
of degree m @ s' (since [ jr [ = s'). By definition, fl(k) A~'(C) is zero for k =/= 0. 
According to (3.8), this clearly implies fi(k) B~'(e) = 0 for each e ~ G, k @ 0. 
Let us now use the identity [Equation (18)] 
i=O k=O 
satisfied by any two (n + 1)-tuples ~, A (cf., (2.2) and (3.6)). For ~ =/3  and 
_/I = B(e), this becomes 
! iB i (e)  = q-nil(O)Bo'(e), 
i=0 
where/3 --  (/3~,/31 ,..-, t~+s' , 0,..., 0) is the (n + 1)-tuple of components of 
l (x) in the basis of Krawtchouk polynomials. Hence, using (3.9) and observing 
that Bo'(e ) equals M, we have, in matrix form 
IB  r = 30.~j T, 0 ~ m ~ n --  s', (3.10) 
where j stands for the all-one vector and 3 is the Kronecker symbol. Since 
/3,~+8, is not zero, (3.10) expresses the row of index m + s' in B r as a linear 
combination o f j  r and of the rows of indices 0, 1 ..... m -+- s' - -  1, for all m. 
Hence the theorem is proved, by induction on m, since/3 is entirely specified 
by the distance distribution of C. 
Remark. Equation (3.8) shows that each component of A'(C) is non- 
negative. This provides a proof of Theorem 2.6. 
In order to illustrate the above results, we now examine an example in 
detail. Let C denote the (48, 22a) extended quadratic residue code over 
GF(2). It  is well known that C is a self-dual inear code having eight nonzero 
weights (or distances), namely 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36 and 48 (cf., Pless 
(1963)), so that the parameters are d = d' = 12, s ---- s' -= 8. In addition 
to this, we need a result of Assmus and Mattson (1970) giving the number 
of 6-sets contained in a given number of 12-sets corresponding to codewords 
of minimum weight. This information is sufficient to calculate the weight 
distribution of all cosets of C or, equivalently, the distance matrix of G with 
respect o C. As will be seen in the following, it turns out that B has only 14 
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distinct rows. Table I gives the first eleven components of these rows as well 
as their multiplicities in B (up to the factor 2-24). 
A row B(e) of B is first characterized by the least integer k -~ k(e) such 
that B~(e) is not zero, i.e., by the minimum distance between eand codewords. 
TABLE i 
Weight Distribution of Cosets of the Binary Extended Quadratic Residue Code of 
Length 48 (Eleven First Components) 
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 multiplicities 
k(e) 
0 1 1 
1 I 48 
2 1 1012 1,128 
3 1 220 17,296 
4 1 44 6336 194,580 
5 1 8 180 1,712,304 
6 1 48 777 2,334,960 
6 2 42 786 2,814,924 
6 3 36 795 916,688 
6 4 30 804 350,244 
6 5 24 813 25,944 
6 6 18 822 4,324 
7 9 205 6,658,960 
8 54 768 1,745,815 
total ~ 224 
From Theorem 3.2 it readily follows that k(e) is less than or equal to s' = 8 
(the general result is given in Theorem 3.3). For J ~ {12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 
32, 36, 48}, let us calculate the components ]3, of the polynomial (3.9) with 
m -~ 0; we obtain 
80=f l l=P~=Pa= 1, P4=5/27 ,  f l s=f lG=P7= 1/9, P8=1/54 ,  
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and f i~=0 for 
equations for the parameters Bk(e), h <~ 8: 
Bs(e ) = 44, for h(e) = 4, 
BT(e ) ~--- 8, k(e) = 5, 
Bs(e) = 54 - -  6 B6(e), k(e) - 6, 
BT(e) = 9, k(e) = 7, 
B~(e) = 54, h(e) = 8. 
i >~ 9. From this, using (3.10), we derive the following 
Hence, by Theorem 3.2, the row B(e) of B is entirely specified by the value 
of k(e) except for k(e) = 6. In fact, Assmus and Mattson (1970) showed that 
Be(e ) assumes only the values 1, 2,..., 6. This gives the nine first columns 
of Table I, where the blank entries are zero. The tenth column is then 
calculated by use of (3.10) with m = 1: one has 
108 fi(x) =- 1920 ea(x) - -  20 Ps(x) + 205 PT(x) - -  9 Po(x), 
and this yields the numbers Bg(e ) indicated in Table I, as one easily verifies. 
The other columns of B could be obtained, recursively, by the same method. 
Finally, the numbers of cosets of C in G having a given weight distribution 
among the 14 possible ones are determined as follows. For the cosets whose 
minimum weight k is less than 6, they simply are the binomial coefficients (k),4s. 
for the six classes with k(e) = 6, they can be deduced from the resuks of 
Assmus and Mattson (1970); for k(e) = 7 and 8, they are derived from the 
preceding values and the obvious identity satisfied by any (n, M)  code: 
2 
eeG 
3.2. The External Distance Bound 
We are now able to justify the name "external distance" given to parameter 
s' and to prove (1.1). 
TaEOREM 3.3. Let C be a code with a given external distance s'. Then 
each point of G is at distance less than or equal to s' from at least one codeword. 
Proof. Assume there exists a point e in G with Bo(e ) = Ba(e ) --  - -  
Be(e) == O, where B is the distance matrix (3.2) of G with respect of C. 
Then, by Theorem 3.2, B~(e) must be zero for i = 0, 1,..., n. Since this is 
a contradiction, the theorem is proved. 
(For the above (48, 224 ) code, we have seen that there actually exist points 
of G at minimum distance s' from codewords. It must be noticed that this 
is not a general situation). 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let C be an (n, M) code with minimum distance d and 
external distance s'. Then one has 
M, ~ q~/M ~ Ms., (3.I I)  
with t =- [(d --  1)/2] and M~ : 1 + nh + ".. + (~) h k. Moreover, if equality 
holds on one side of (3.11), then it also holds on the other side and this happens 
i f  and only if C is a perfect -error correcting code. A necessary condition for 
the existence of such a code is that the Lloyd polynomial Qt(x) should have t 
distinct zeros in the set (1, 2 , . ,  n}. 
Proof. Let us prove the right-hand inequality. For a ~ C, e E G, we set 
N(a, e) = 0 or i, according as the distance between a and e is larger than 
s' or not. By Theorem 3.3, we have 
N(a, e) ~ 1, Ve ~ G. (3.12) 
aEC 
On the other hand, any point is at distance less than or equal to s' from 
exactly Ms' points of G; so we can write 
N(a, e) = Ms',  Ya ~ G. 
e~G 
Hence, adding up both members of (3.12) for e running through G, we obtain 
the desired result. Moreover, equality holds on the right of (3.11) if and 
only if it holds in (3.12) for each e in G, i.e., by definition, if and only if C 
is a perfect s'-error correcting code. The rest of the proof is an easy con- 
sequence of Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 (the left hand inequality in (3.11) is the 
Hamming bound); the details are omitted. 
From (3.11) one also deduces that t cannot exceed s'; this is in agreement 
with Theorem 2.2. 
4. NUMBER OF DISTANCES AND ORTHOGONAL ARRAYS 
This section is devoted to a study of the dual distance (d'), the number 
of distances (s) and the relations between them. We shall use the following 
notations, for an integer k --  O, 1,..., n: 
v~=(~)~ ~, M~vo+Vl+'"+v~.  
The basic tool will be the characteristic matrices, introduced by Delsarte 
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(1972), of which we now recall the definition. Let C be an (n, M) code over 
an Abelian groupF of order q and period v. Then, for an integer k, 0 ~< h ~ n, 
the k-th characteristic matrix Hk of C is defined as follows: the rows are 
numbered by the codewords, the columns by the elements of weight k in G 
and the (a, h)-entry of He is the inner product <a, h) (el., Section 2.2): 
He -= [<a,h); a~C,h~ Y~]. (4.1) 
So H~ is a (M × v~) matrix over the field F~ of complex v-th roots of unity. 
In particular, H 0 is the all-one vector j. The next result [Theorem 5] is very 
useful; it is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 4.1. The characteristic matrices of a code C and the Hamming 
distance between codewords are related by 
H¢I4~ = [P~(dn(a, b)); a, b ~ C], (4.2) 
where Pk(x) is the Krawtchouk polynomial of degree k and ~I e denotes the 
conjugate transpose of H~. 
It is also convenient to introduce the (M × M~) matrix K~ over F~, 
defined by means of the characteristic matrices He of an (n, M) code to be 
K~ = [H0, H 1 ,..., Hm], 0 ~< m ~< n. (4.3) 
4.1. The Number of Distances 
The distances of a code are the nonzero values actually assumed by the 
Hamming distance between codewords. Then the parameter s of a code, as 
defined in Section 2:3, is equal to the number of its distinct distances. For an 
(n, M) code whose distances are da, d 2 ,..., ds, let us define the annihilator 
polynomial to be 
~(x) = M(1 --  x/d1)(1 -- x/d~) "-(1 --  x/d~), (4.4) 
i.e., the polynomial of degree svanishing at points do: and satisfying ~(0) ~ M. 
(It is interesting to compare this definition with (3.9), especially in case of 
additive codes). 
THEOR~a 4.2. Let C be an (n, M) code having s distances. Then the following 
matrix equation holds: 
Ks(o~oI% @ oLlI~l @ ... @ oqI~8 ) ~2~ = MIM , (4.5) 
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where Ks is defined as in (4.3), the eq's are the components of the annikilator 
polynomial in the basis of Krawtchouk polynomials, I~ is the unit matrix of 
order t and @ stands for the direct sum. Moreover, the number of codewords 
is bounded by 
i=0 
(4.6) 
Proof. For a polynomial c~(x) = ~oPo(x) + "" q- o~mP~,(x) of degree 
m ~< n, we deduce from theorem 4.1: 
%H~E¢~ = [~(dH(a, b)); a, b e C]. (4.7) 
k~0 
I f  ~(x) is chosen to be the annihilator polynomial (4.4) of the code, then 
the right hand member of (4.7) is equal to MI  M , since the (a, b)-entry is 
a(0) or a(di), for some i, according as a and b coincide or not. Since, by (4.3), 
the left hand members of (4.5) and (4.7) are identical for m = s, this proves 
the first statement. 
For the ease of notations, let us introduce the diagonal matrix A of order 
Ms : 
A = %I~,, @ ~I,,~ @ ... @ %I , .  (4.8) 
We have proved Ks A/~s = MI. Hence K s A/~s is nonsingular and, since 
K s is an (M × Ms) matrix, we can write 
min(M, M~) >/rank(Ks) >/rank(Ks A Ks) = M, 
which implies the second part (4.6) of the theorem. (It also follows from 
the above inequalities that the rank of Ks over T'~ assumes the maximum 
possible value, namely rank(Ks) = M). 
A question arises naturally from (4.6): what can be said about codes with s 
distances satisfying M = M s ? The last section of this paper is devoted 
to them; here we only give the direct consequences of Theorem 4.2. 
Connection with perfect codes is obvious. Indeed, applying Theorem 4.2 to 
the dual C' of a given additive (n, M) code C, we obtain q~/M <~ M~,, 
where s' is the number of distances of C'  or, equivalently, the external 
distance of C. Consequently, by Theorem 3.4, C' achieves the bound (4.6) 
if and only if its dual C is a perfect s'-error correcting code. 
Let us recall the definition of a generalized Hadamard matrix, introduced 
by Butson (1962). For an integer u, v >/2, a square matrix K of order M 
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over the complex v-th roots of unity is called a generalized Hadamard matrix 
if it satisfies KK  = MI.  For v = 2, this is the classical definition of a 
Hadamard matrix. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let C be an (n, M)  code over an Abelian group of period v. 
Assume C has s distances and contains M = Ms co&words. Then 
(i) the square matrix Ks of order Ms is a generalized Hadamard matrix 
over the v-th roots of unity; 
(ii) the distances of C are the zeros of the Lloyd polynomial Q~(x) of 
degree s (cf., (2.5)). 
Proof. Let dl ,  d2 ,..., ds be the distances of C and let a(x) be the annihi- 
lator polynomial (4.4). Equation (4.5), where A and Ks are nonsingular 
square matrices of order M = Ms ,  is equivalent o 
ARsKs = MI.  (4.9) 
On the other hand, the diagonal entries of /£sKs are obviously equal to M. 
Hence, by (4.9), we must have A = I and RsK ~ = ML This proves part 
(i) of the theorem. 
In order to prove part (ii), we observe that A ----- I means n 0 ---- % = -." = 
~s = 1 in (4.8). Hence the annihilator polynomial a(x) is equal to 
Po(x) + ... + P~(x), i.e., by Definition (2.5), to the Lloyd polynomial Q~(x). 
This concludes the proof. 
DEFINITION. A q-ary (n, M)  code with s distances atisfying equality in 
(4.6) will be called an s-th order Generalized Hadamard code (GH code). 
This name has been chosen to emphasize the connection with generalized 
Hadamard matrices (Theorem 4.3-(i)). In order to illustrate this definition, 
let us briefly examine the ease of first order GH codes (s = 1), i.e., equidistant 
q-ary codes of length n containing M 1 = 1 -}- n(q -- 1) words. The Lloyd 
polynomial Qa(x) is equal to M 1 - -qx.  Hence, by Theorem 4.3-(ii), the 
unique distance of the code has to be 
dl = (1 + n(q --  O)/q. 
In the binary case (q -~ 2), the first order GH codes are the well-known 
equidistant (n, n + 1) Hadamard codes with d 1 = (n + 1)/2 (cf., Berlekamp 
(1968), p. 316). A Hadamard matrix of order n + 1 can be derived from 
such a code, namely the matrix K 1 (cf., Theorem 4.3-(i)). Conversely, any 
Hadamard matrix of order n + 1 yields a binary Hadamard code of length n. 
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In the general q-ary case, the only known first order GH codes are the 
maximaMength shift-register codes (cf., Berlekamp (1968), p. 315). These 
are linear codes over GF(q), q = prime power, having parameters of the 
following form: 
n - -  (q~ - -  1 ) / (q  - -  1),  M = C ,  d~ = q~- : .  
4.2. Orthogonal Arrays 
To an (n, M) code over a q-ary alphabet F, we associate the (n × M) 
array whose columns are the M distinct n-tuples formed by codewords. 
This array is said to be an orthogonal array of strength r and index i~ (cf., for 
instance Bose and Bush (1952)) if any r of its rows contain all qr ordered 
r-tuples over F exactly/~ times with, obviously, M =/xqL Such an array is 
usually denoted by [M, n, q, r]. It must be noticed that the definition of 
orthogonal arrays from codes excludes the possibility of repeated columns. 
Before showing how the maximum strength of an array can be calculated 
from the distance distribution of the corresponding code (Theorem 4.5), 
we need some notations. For an integer m, 0 ~ m ~< n, let us consider an 
m-tuple (%,  oJ'2 ,..., oJ~) of elements oJ~ o f f  and an m-tupleL = ( i l ,  i 2 , . . . ,  ira) 
of distinct integers i~, with 1 ~< i~ ~ n. Then, for a given (n, M)  code C 
over F, we define NL(% ,..., o),~) to be the number of codewords a satisfying 
a i l  = OJ 1 ~ a i  2 = 09, 2 , . . . ,  a i  m ~ oo m • 
According to these definitions, the maximum strength of the (M × n) array 
corresponding to C is the largest nonnegative integer m such that 
NL(oa 1 , oJ 2 ,..., w,~) = M/q% (4.10) 
for each choice of the o~i's and of L. 
Let A(C) be the distance distribution (2.10) of a code C and let A'(C) 
be the Mac Williams transform (2.2) of A(C). Then the dual distance d' of C 
has been defined to satisfy 
AI ' (C)  --  - -  A'd,_dC) = O, A'~,(C) ~ O. (4.11) 
THEOREM 4.4. Let H o = j, H 1 ,..., H ,  be the characteristic matrices of an 
(n, M)  code C. Then the dual distance d' of C is the least positive integer k 
such that j rH  k is not zero. 
Proof. [Corollary 7] Multiplying both members of (4.2) to the left 
by j r and to the right by j, we readily obtain 
lljTH~ 1} ~ = MAff(C),  
643]z3[5-3 
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where A'(C) is the Mac Williams transform of the distance distribution 
and [I ]l stands for the Hermitian norm. Hence the theorem follows from 
definition (4.11) of d'. 
The next theorem exhibits the combinatorial significance of the parameter 
d'; we point out that it reduces to a well-known result for linear codes over 
a field. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let C be an (n, M) code qf dual distance d'. Then the 
maximum strength of the corresponding (n × M) array is equal to d' -- 1. 
Proof. For an integer k, 0 ~< k ~< n, let h be an element of weight k in 
G = F n, i.e., an element of Ye. Then, for an integer m, with k ~ m ~< n, 
letL be any m-tuple of distinct integers i , ,  1 ~< i, ~< n, having the property that 
each index i corresponding to a nonzero component h, of h is one of the 
is's, i.e., 
(i ~ ix, /2 .... , i~) ~ (h, = 0). (4.12) 
According to the definition of NL and of the characteristic matrix He 
(cf., (4.1) and (2.6)), the h-entry in the row matr ix j rH~ is equal to 
(jrHk)(h) ---- ~ <a, h> 
aeC 
= ~ NL(OJ1 .... , oJ~) X,ol(hil) ... Xo~,~(h,,~). (4.13) 
oJ cfi F 
First, we choose k less than or equal to the maximum strength r and we take 
m----k. By (4,10) and the weU-known properties of group characters, 
we obtain 
(jrH~)(h) = Mq -e ~ g~,~(hi~)"'" X~o,~(hi~) 
oJi~F 
:MS~.o ,  for k :0 ,1  ..... r, 
where 8 is the Kronecker symbol. By Theorem 4.4, this implies that d' - -  1 
is at least equal to r. 
Next, let us assume that d ' - -  1 is larger than the maximum strength r. 
Then, according to Theorem 4.4, one must have 
j rH  k=M~.o j  r, for k=0,1  ..... r+ l .  
Hence, for a given m-tuple L, with m == r + 1, we deduce from (4.13) the 
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following system of qm equations in the qm unknowns NL(~I ..... c%), w, ~F: 
NL( I , . . . ,  " "  = M 
wi~F 
where h runs through the elements of G satisfying (4.12). By the well-known 
properties of group characters, this system admits a unique solution, namely 
(4.10). Consequently, the orthogonal rray should be of strength m = r 4- 1. 
Since this is a contradiction, d' -- 1 must be the maximum strength and the 
theorem is proved. 
For future use, we give another defining property of the dual distance of 
a code in terms of the matrices Kr~ (cf. (4.3)). It is an easy consequence of
Theorem 4.4 and the proof will not be given. 
TH~ORE~ 4.6. Let C be an (n, M) code and let m denote the largest integer, 
0 ~ m < n, satisfying I£~K~ = MI. Then the dual distance of C is equal to 
2m + 2 or 2m 4- 1, according as I~2~H,~+1 is zero or not. 
The following theorem gives a lower bound for the number of words in 
a code with a given dual distance; when stated in terms of orthogonal rrays, 
the result is due to Rao (1947). This bound may be considered as the "dual" 
of the sphere packing bound. In fact, for additive codes, these bounds are 
obtained from each other by duality among such codes. 
THEORE~ 4.7. Any q-ary (n, M) code of dual distance d' (or, equivalently, 
any orthogonal array [M, n, q, d' -- 1] of maximum strength d' -- 1) satisfies 
M >~ Me,  with t' = [(d'-- 1)]2]. (4.14) 
Proof. Let A(C) be the distance distribution of the given code C and 
let A'(C) be the Mac Williams transform of A(C). By Theorems 2.1 and 2.6, 
A'(C)/M is a positive (n + 1)-tuple. Hence Theorem 2.3 applies when A 
is replaced by A'(C)/M and d(A) by d'. Then (4.14) follows from (2.4) and the 
identity Ao'(C ) + "" + A•'(C) = q~ (ef., Theorem 2.1). 
Remark. Using the linear programming approach (cf., Delsarte (1972)), 
i.e., the positiveness of the distance distribution, we can in general improve 
the Rao bound: for orthogonal arrays [M, n, q, r], one has M >/q'~/M', 
where M'  is a "linear programming upper bound" for the number of code- 
words in q-ary codes of length n and minimum distance d ~> r + 1. This is 
a consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 4.5. For instance, one obtains M >/27 
for arrays [M, 13, 2, 4] and that bound can actually be achieved. We shall 
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not go further into that subject; this was only to call attention of the reader 
interested in orthogonal arrays to the linear programming bounds. 
According to Theorem 4.6, the (M × M,.) matrix K¢,  with 
t' ---- [(d'-- 1)/2], satisfies 
I£~,K t, = M1. (4.15) 
Therefore it cannot have less rows than columns; this yields another proof 
of Theorem 4.7. We postpone the discussion of codes achieving (4.14) to 
Section 4.3. 
Let us now briefly examine the maximum distance separable codes 
introduced by Singleton (1964). Combining the Singleton bound and 
Theorem 4.5, we can write 
qa'-i ~ M <~ qn-a+i, (4.16) 
for any q-ary (n, M) code of minimum distance d and dual distance d'. 
Moreover, exactly like for linear codes (cf., for instance Goethals (1969)), 
if equality holds on one side of (4.16) then it also holds on the other side; 
these results can be formally deduced from the positiveness of the distance 
distribution [Theorem 15]. A code is called maximum distance separable if it 
achieves the Singleton bound, i.e., if M = q~-a+l. The preceding argument 
shows the equivalence between this concept and that of an orthogonal rray 
[214, n, q, n -  d + 1] of index one, which was implicitly observed by 
Singleton (1964). 
4.3. The Parameters  and d' 
Finally, let us bring together Theorems 4.2, 4.3 and 4.7 and let us state 
the "dual" of Theorem 3.4. 
THEOREM 4.8. 
satisfy 
Let C be an (n, M)  code. Then the parameters s and d' of C 
Me ~< M <~ Ms, (4.17) 
with t' = [(d' --  1)/2]. Moreover, i f  equality holds on one side of (4.17), then 
it also holds on the other side and this happens if and only if C is an s-th order 
Generalized Hadamard code. A necessary condition for the existence of such 
a code is that the Lloyd polynomial Qs(x) should have s distinct zeros in the set 
{1, 2,..., n}, namely the distances of the code. 
Proof. First, inequalities (4.17) follow from Theorems 4.2 and 4.7. 
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We observe that this implies s >/ t '  in agreement with Theorem 2.2, when 
applied to the Mac Williams transform of the distance distribution. 
Next, let us assume M = M s , i.e., that C is an s-th order GH code. 
By Theorem 4.3, the square matrix K s is a generalized Hadamard matrix, 
from which it follows (cf., Theorem 4.6) that s cannot exceed 
t' ---- [ (d ' - -  1)/2]. Hence we must have s = t' and M ----- Me .  
Finally, let us assume M = Mt, .  Then (el., (4.15)) the square matrix 
K,, is a generalized Hadamard matrix, so that we can write, by (4.3): 
t' 
Z = <,&,  = MI .  
/~=0 
According to (4.7) with m --~ t' and a 0 = % -- --  ~ = 1, this clearly 
means that the polynomial 
a(x) = Z P~(x)= Qt,(x) 
k=0 
vanishes for x = dl ,  4 , . . . ,  d , ,  where the 4 's  are the distances of C. Since co(x) 
has degree t' and since t' cannot exceed s, one must have t' = s and, therefore, 
M = Ms • By this argument we have also rediscovered the "Lloyd condition" 
for GH codes already given in Theorem 4.3-(ii). This concludes the proof. 
Remark. Let a(x) be the annihilator polynomial (4.4) of a code. The 
above theorem shows that the components %, a i ,..., a s of c~(X) in the basis 
of Krawtchouk polynomials are equal to 1 when the dual distance is 
d' = 2s + 1, i.e., for GH codes. More generally, for s + 1 ~ d' ~ 2s + 1, 
it can be shown that one has 
OL 0 ~ a i - -  - -  ad ' _ l _  8 ~ i .  
This is a consequence of Theorems 4.2 and 4.6; the detailed proof will not 
be given. 
5. COMBINATORIAL PROPERTIES OF CODES 
In this section, we are interested in two properties of a code that correspond 
to some "symmetry": the distance invarianee and the existence of generalized 
t-designs. The present definition of designs from codes is similar to that 
introduced by Assmus and Mattson (1969); it is in fact identical in the 
binary case. 
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A code C is said to be distance invariant if the number of eodewords at 
distance i from a fixed codeword only depends on i and not on the particular 
word chosen. By definition, this number is then equal to the i-th component 
Ai(C) of the distance distribution. From now forth, all codes will be assumed 
to contain the zero n-tuple over F; this is not a real restriction, since any 
code can be transformed into a code having that property by a suitable 
translation in the group G = F ~, which leaves the distances among code- 
words unchanged. Then, for codes that are distance invariant, the distance 
distribution reduces to the classical weight distribution. 
An element a of G is said to be covered by an element b of G if each nonzero 
component ai of a is equal to the corresponding component bi of b; this will 
be written a <-~ b. For instance, let n = 5,F ~ {0, 1, 2}. Then a = (0, 0, 1, 1, 2) 
is covered by b --  (1, 0, 1, l, 2). 
A subset S of G will be called a t-design of type A(----q --  1), with parameters 
(/** ; n, w, t), 0~<t  ~w~n,  /~t~ 1, if it satisfies the following two 
conditions: (i) all elements of S have the same weight w, (ii) each element of 
weight t in G is covered by a constant number /~ of elements of S. It  is easily 
verified that a t-design with t >/ 1 is a (t - -  1)-design (/z,_ 1 ; n, w, t - -  l), 
with 
(w - t + 1) m_ l  = A(n - t + 1) m.  (5.1) 
(In particular, l% is the cardinality of S). In the binary case (q = 2, A = 1), 
this definition is equivalent o the classical definition of t-designs without 
repeated blocks. For A ~ 2, a t-design S of type A gives a t-design S* of 
type 1 by the following mapping of F onto Z 2 : 
u--+ u* ~ 0 or 1, according as u = 0 or u @ 0. 
Indeed this mapping preserves the weight and the covering relation. It  must 
be noticed that S* might have repeated blocks, with different multiplicities. 
The weights of a code containing the zero n-tuple are the values actually 
assumed by wn over nonzero codewords. Obviously, each weight is also a 
distance. (The converse is true for codes that are distance invariant). In this 
section, we shall examine the t-design properties of the sets of codewords 
having a fixed weight. Two methods will be used; the first one is based on 
Theorem 4.5, the second one on Theorem 3.2. 
5.1. Primal Approach 
For a given code C of length n and for an element e of G = F% we denote 
by/~(i, e) the number of codewords of weight i that cover e. (Clearly,/~(i, e) 
is zero for i < w~(e)). 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let C be a q-ary (n, M) code with 
let e be an element of G whose weight wn(e ) = t does not 
for h = O, 1,..., d' -- 1 -- t, the numbers #(i, e) satisfy 
dual distance d' and 
exceed ' - -  1. Then, 
Pro@ The left hand member of (5.2) is equal to the number of pairs 
(a ,g ) ,a~C,  geG,  withe ~g~aandwn(g  ) = t + k. Fort  + h ~ d ' - -  1, 
it follows from Theorem 4.5 that the number of codewords covering an 
element g of weight t + h is equal to M/q ~+~. Since the number of such g's 
covering the given e, of weight t, is equal to (~*) A ~, we have the desired 
formula (5.2). 
COROLLARY 5.2. With the same hypotheses as above, one has 
(5.3) 
for any polynomial [3(x) over the rational numbers whose degree does not exceed 
d ' - -  1 - - t .  
Proof. For fi(x) = (~*), (5.3) follows from (5.2) by the well-known 
identity 
with m = n -- t. Hence the theorem is proved since the polynomials (k),~* 
0 <~ k <~ d' -- 1 -- t, form a basis of the vector space of rational polynomials 
p(x) with deg(/3) ~< d ' - -  1 -- t. 
The next theorem is similar to a result obtained by Assmus and Mattson 
(1969) for linear codes. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let C be a q-ary code of dual distance d'. Let t be an integer, 
1 ~ t ~ d', such that the number of weights of C that are at least equal to t 
is itself at most equal to d' -- t. Then each set of codewords of a given weight, 
at least equal to t, is a t-design of type A --= q -- 1. 
Proof. Let e be an element of weight t in G and let ], denote the set of 
weights of C being at least equal to t. Then lz(i, e) is zero unless i belongs 
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to J , .  The rank of the system (5.2), 0 ~< k ~< d' - -  1 --  t, in the unknowns 
t~(i, e), i ~ j ' , ,  is equal to [ j', [- Indeed, the square submatrix 
'); 0 -< I J, J - , ]  
is nonsingular. Hence the solution (/~(i, e), i ~ J,) is unique and does not 
depend on the particular e of weight t. Consequently, for each i ~ j r ,  the set 
of codewords of weight i is a t-design of type )~, with/~, =/z( i ,  e), and the 
theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let C be a code for which the number s of distances is at 
most equal to the dual distance d'. Then C is distance invariant. 
Proof. For a~C,  we define the code C a ={b- -a [bEC} by "trans- 
lation" of C. Clearly, all codes C a have the same distance distribution as C 
and, therefore, the same dual distance d'. Let us now examine Equation (5.2) 
for the code C a and e = 0. Since each weight of C a is a distance of C, it 
can be written as 
for h = 0, 1,..., d' - -  1, where J is the set of distances of C. According to the 
hypothesis, the cardinality s of jr is at most equal to d'. Hence, by the same 
argument as in Theorem 5.3, the system (5.4) admits a unique solution 
(/~(i, 0), i ~ J), not depending on a. Since/~(i, 0) for the code C a is equal to 
the number of codewords of C at distance i from the given a ~ C, this shows 
that C is distance invariant. 
EXAMPLE. For a positive integer m, with m --= 0 (mod 4), let us consider 
a binary (m S - -  1, m~/2) code C having three distances (s = 3), namely 
d 1 = m(m - -  1)/2, d z = mZ/2, d a = m(m + 1)/2. (5.5) 
Kerdock (1972) recently constructed such a code for any m that is a power 
of 2. In general, it can be shown [Theorem 12] that C is maximal in the class 
of codes of length m 2-  1 having the distances (5.5) only and that the 
distance distribution is given by 
N1 = m(m + 1)(m 2 - -  2)/4, N2 = m 2 --  1, N 3 = m(m - -  1)(m 2 --  2)/4, 
with Ni -= Aa,(C). Then it turns out that the components AI'(C),..., A4'(C ) 
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of the Mac Williams transform of A(C) are zero and that da'(C ) is positive: 
therefore, the dual distance d' of C is five. Consequently, by Theorem 5.4, 
C is distance invariant. Moreover, by Theorem 5.3 with t = 2, the codewords 
of weight d i form a 2-design, for i = 1, 2, 3. Since such codes actually exist 
for m ~ 2 r, r >/2,  namely the Kerdock codes, we have exhibited three 
infinite families of 2-designs. The designs corresponding to d~ are 
complements of well-known Hadamard designs, while those corresponding 
to d x and d a seem to be "new". 
5.2. Dual Approach 
For a given binary code C of length n and a point e of G = Z.~ , we denote 
by B~)(e) the number of codewords of weight k being at distance i from e. 
Obviously, B~k)(e) is non-zero only for wR(e) >/k -- i and WH(e) ~ h -- i 
(mod 2). On the other hand, one has 
B~)(e) = Bi(e), (5.6) 
k=0 
where Bi(e ) is the number of codewords at distance i from e (cf., (3.1)). 
Theorem 5.6 shows how to "solve" the system (5.6). We need a lemma: 
LEMIVIA 5.5. Let C be a binary code and e an element of weight >/ 1 in G. 
Let E denote the set of elements of weight t -- 1 in G that are covered by e. 
Then, for any i, k, the parameters B~ k) of C satisfy 
B(~) , i-ltg? = ½(t + k --  i + 2) B~_~(e) + ½(t -- k + i) B~)(e). 
geE. 
Proof. The left hand member is the number of pairs (a, g) with a e C, 
g ~ E, WH(a ) = k, dn(a, g) = i --  1. Now, let a be a codeword of weight k, 
at distance j from the given e. Then it is easily seen that the number of 
elements g in E being at distance i - -  1 from a is equal to (t - -  k + i)/2 for 
j = i, to (t + k - -  i + 2)/2 for j ~ i --  2 and to zero for the other values 
of j. Hence the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 5.6. For given integers i and k, the parameter B~)(e) of a binary 
code is uniquely determined by the weight of e, the weight distribution of the code 
and the values of the parameters B~(g) for g ~ e. 
Proof. The theorem is trivial for k = 0 as well as for e = 0. Let us 
assume it is true for k = 0, 1,..., r --  1 and, for k = r, that it is also true 
for any e whose weight is less than a given t, with t ~ r. Starting from these 
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induction hypotheses, we shall now prove the resuk for h = r and for an 
element e of weight t. Obviously, B~(e)  is zero for m > r, so that (5.6) can 
he written as 
r - -1  
B(r) re, ~ = --  Br_,(e ). 
This proves the theorem for i = r - -  t, by induction on k. Next, the values 
of B~*)(e) are calculated by use of Lemma 5.5, for i = r - -  t + 2, r - -  t + 4 ..... 
recursively, in terms of the numbers B~r)(g) with g ~ E. Since the elements of 
E have weight t - -  1, the theorem follows from the induction hypothesis on 
the weight of e. 
We are now able to give the main result of this section; it is interesting to 
compare it with Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. For linear codes, the statement 
about t-designs was first obtained by Assmus and Mattson (1969). 
THEOREM 5.7. Let C be a binary code of minimum distance d and external 
distance s', with d ~ s'. Then C is distance invariant. Moreover, the codewords 
of a given weight form a t-design (of type 1) with t --  d -  s'. 
Proof. Let a be a codeword. Since s' is at most equal to d, we have 
Bo(a ) = 1, Bi(a ) =0 for i=  l , . . . , s ' - -  1. 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, the row B(a) -~ (Bo(a),..., B,(a)) of the distance 
matrix B does not depend on a, and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
Next, let us consider an element e in G of a given weight m ~ d -  s'. 
Obviously, the only codeword that could be at distance less than s' from e is 
the zero word; this happens if m is itself less than s'. In any case, the s'-tuple 
(Bo(e) ..... Bs, l(e)) does not depend on e. Hence, by Theorem 3.2, the 
complete row B(e) itself does not depend on e, for wn(e) = m. Consequently, 
by Theorem 5.6, for given i and h, the parameter B~)(e) assumes a constant 
value for any e of weight t = d - -  s'. On the other hand, for k ~ t, B~(e)  
is the number of codewords of weight h covering e. Hence, defining 
(k) ~ = B~_~(e), for wn(e) = t ~- d - -  s , 
we have shown that the codewords of weight k form a t-design (/~t ; n, h, t). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us examine the (48, 2 =4) extended quadratic residue 
code (cf., Section 3.1). Since the minimum distance is d = 12 and the 
external distance is s' = 8, the codewords of a given weight form a 4-design, 
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by Theorem 5.7. Moreover, we have seen that the row B(e) of the distance 
matrix only depends on the weight of e when this weight is at most five. 
Hence, by the same argument as in Theorem 5.7, the codewords of a given 
weight form a 5-design. This was first proved by Assmus and Mattson (1969). 
We point out a general result about "quadratic residue like" codes of length 
48: 
THEOREM 5.8. Let C be a binary (48, 2 ~) code whose distances belong to 
the set {12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 48}. Then C has the same distance distribution 
as the extended quadratic residue code. Moreover, C is distance invariant and 
the codewords of a given weight form a 5-design. 
Proof. The uniqueness of the distance distribution of C can be proved 
by use of [Theorem 12]. Then the statement about distance invariance 
and 5-designs follows from Theorem 5.7 and the above remark. Indeed, 
the row- B(e) of the distance matrix only depends on the weight of e, for 
wH(e) ~ 5, for any code having the same distance distribution as the extended 
quadratic residue code. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let C be the Preparata code of length n = 4 ~-  1 and 
minimum distance d ~- 5 (cf., Preparata (1968)). Calculating the distance 
distribution of C, Goethals and Snorer (1972) implicitly proved that the 
external distance of C is s' ----- 3. Then, by Theorem 5.7, the codewords of 
each weight form a 2-design. This was first shown by Semakov, Zinov'ev, 
and Zaitzev (1971). 
Part of Theorem 5.7 can be extended to nonbinary codes. The proof is 
very similar and will not be given. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let C be a q-ary code of minimum distance d and external 
distance s', with d >/s'. Then C is distance invariant. Moreover the codewords 
of weight d form a t-design of type A = q -- 1, with t = d -- s'. 
The reason why t-designs of type A cannot be exhibited, in general, for 
weights larger than d is that Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.6 cannot be extended 
to the nonbinary case. 
6. GENERALIZED HADAMARD CODES 
An s-th order GH code has been defined in Section 4.1 to be a code having 
s distances, with 1 ~ s ~< n -- 1, for which the number of codewords 
assumes the maximum value M = M, .  As in the preceding section, all 
codes will be assumed to contain the zero n-tuple. 
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An obvious example is the binary code C of length n = 2s + 1 whose 
words are the 2 n-1 n-tuples having an even weight. The fundamental param- 
eters of Care d~2,  s=(n- -1 ) /2 ,  d '=n,  s'-~ 1. It is easy to show 
that any binary s-th order GH code with n = 2s + 1 is equal to C if it 
contains the zero word. 
As we have seen in Section 4, an additive GH code is nothing else but the 
dual of a perfect additive code. Therefore, from recent resuks on perfect 
codes (cf., Lenstra (1972) and Tiet~iv~iinen (1973)) it follows that, for s ~ 2, 
there are only two additive GH codes besides the above class, namely the 
expurgated Golay codes. The uniqueness of these (as additive codes) has 
been proved by Pless (1968). 
In this section, we give very strong necessary conditions for unrestricted 
GH codes (Theorems 6.1 and 6.4); they make the existence of new GH 
codes rather unlikely for s ~ 2. 
THEOREM: 6.1. Let C be a q-ary s-th order GH code. Then 
(i) the dual distance d' of C is equal to 2s ~ 1 and M, is divisible by q~; 
(ii) the code C is distance invariant and the codewords of a given weight, 
at least equal to t, form a t-design of type X for any t ~ s ~- 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.8, the dual distance d' must be 2s + 1 or 2s ~ 2. 
According to Theorem 4.6, for d' ~- 2s ~ 2 one would have KsHs+l = O, 
which is impossible since K s is nonsingular. Hence d '~ 2s @ 1, from 
which it follows (cf., Theorem 4.5) that the number of codewords M = M s 
is divisible by q2s. Then part (ii) is a consequence of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. 
Remarks. (i) It is interesting to compare the divisibility conditions 
q2S I ~ls for GH codes and Ms] q~ for perfect -error correcting codes. 
(ii) It can be shown, by Theorems 4.8 and 6.1(ii), that the minimum 
distance of an s-th order GH code is at least 2s, except for the above 
(2s + 1, 4 ~) binary codes with d ~ 2. 
According to Theorem 6.1, the distance distribution of a GH code reduces 
to its weight distribution, for which we shall now derive an explicit formula. 
First we need some properties of Lloyd polynomials (2.5). 
LEM~_n 6.2. For given n and h, the Lloyd polynomials Qo(X), Ql(x),..., Qn_l(x) 
satisfy the "orthogonality relations" (with q ~ A + 1): 
Qdk)Qj(k) (nk- I )A~-~= q~-i (n 7 1),V~,,~ . (6.1) 
k=l  
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Proof. Let P~n)(x) denote the Krawtchouk polynomial (2.1) of degree 
k and Q~)(x)the Lloyd polynomial (2.5) of degree t. It can be shown 
(cf., van Lint (1971), p. 110) that one has 
Q(2)(x) = P(n-1)(x - 1). (6.2) 
Hence (6.1) reduces to the defining relations of the Krawtchouk polynomials 
(cf. Szeg5 (1959), p. 35) and the lemma is proved. 
Let s be an integer, 1 ~< s ~ n -- 1. By Lemma 6.2 and a well-known 
result on orthogonal polynomials, Qs(x) has s distinct real zeros dl,  d~ ,..., ds, 
with 1 ~< dl~ ~ n. To de we associate the Christoffel number we, s defined as 
follows (cf., Szeg6 (1959), p. 48): 
_)] [ / k,~ = Z (QJ(de)) ~ q.-I (n 1 ~ 
j=O J 
(6.3) 
LEM~aA 6.3. Let fl(x) run through the polynomials of degree less than or 
equal to 2s -- 1. Then the s-tuple (wl, ~ , w~.~ ,..., w,.,) of Christoffel numbers 
is the unique solution of the set of linear equations 
k=l  i= l  
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 6.2, by a well-known property 
of Christoffel numbers (cf., Szeg5 (1959), Theorem 3.4.1). 
TH~Om~M 6.4. Let d~ , d~ .... , d s be the weights of an s-th order GH code. 
Then the d~'s are the zeros of the Lloyd polynomial Q~(x). Moreover the number 




Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 4.3(ii). Next, using 
Corollary 5.2 with t ~ 1 and Theorem 6.1(i), we have 
k=l i=i 
for any polynomial fi(x) of degree less than or equal to 2s - -  1, where tt(d~, e) 
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is the number of codewords of weight dk covering a given e of weight 1 in G. 
Comparing this with Lemma 6.3, we deduce 
/~(d~, e) = q-nM~wk,,. (6.5) 
On the other hand, the parameters of the 1-design formed by the codewords 
of weight d~ clearly satisfy 
d~N~ = ;~ntz(d~, e), (6.6) 
(cf., (5.1) with w = dk, t = 1,/~1 =/~(dk,  e),/z 0 = N~). Hence the desired 
formula (6.4) follows from (6.3), (6.5), and (6.6), by elementary calculation. 
To illustrate the theory, we now prove the nonexistence of third order GH 
codes over a field, with the exception of two well-known binary codes. 
THEOREM 6.5. For alphabets whose orders are prime powers there exist 
only two inequivalent hird order GH codes: the (7, 26) code formed by all 
binary 7-tuples of even weight and the (23, 211) expurgated Golay code. 
Proof. Let C be a q-ary third order GH code of length n. From Theorems 
6.1(i) and 6.4 we derive two necessary conditions: the Lloyd polynomial 
Q3(x) must have three distinct zeros in the set {1, 2,..., n} and q6 must divide 
M 3 . In his proof of the nonexistence of perfect 3-error correcting codes, 
van Lint (1970) showed that these conditions cannot be simultaneously 
satisfied when q is a prime power, q # 2. 
Accordingly, we now may restrict ourselves to the binary case (q = 2, 
= 1). From (2.1) and (6.2) one readily deduces, for 0 ~ s ~ n --  1, 
9 s(n + 1 - x) = ( -  1)' 9~(x). 
Therefore, (n + 1)/2 is a zero of Qs(x) whenever s is odd. Using this result 
with s = 3, we know from Theorem 6.4 that d2 = (n + 1)/2 is one of the 
three weights. By straightforward calculation, (6.4) yields the following 
formula for the number N z of codewords of weight dz : 
3N2 = n(n -- 2)(n 2 --  n + 6)/(3n - -  5). (6.7) 
On the other hand, by Theorem 6.1(ii), these codewords form a 4-design. 
The parameters/z i of the design can be derived from (6.7) and (5.1), with 
/z 0 ~ N 2 ; one easily obtains 
9(/z o --  8tLz) = (3n q- 2) q- 64/(3n - -  5). 
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Since the left hand member is an integer, (3n -  5) must divide 64. The 
only values of n, n >/7, satisfying this are n = 7 and n = 23. Binary GH 
codes of both lengths are known to exist, namely those mentioned in the 
theorem. For n = 7, the code is clearly unique. From a theorem of Shover 
(1973) on the uniqueness of the Golay code, it can be shown that the GH 
code of length 23 is also unique (private communication by S. L. Snorer). 
This completes the proof. 
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